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B-DACS select Mitsubishi Electric UK Air-Conditioning products and KCON 
Bespoke Solutions package from Kooltech to give the client complete flexibility.

B-DACS is a family run Air Conditioning Contractor based in Glasgow. They 
are focused on enhancing its customers' living and working environments, 
while making positive steps to reducing their carbon footprints. B-DACS is 
dedicated to providing a bespoke service to its clients and are proud to be a 
Mitsubishi Electric Business Solutions Partner and recently accredited Investors 
in Young People.

B-DACS recently completed the installation of a new air conditioning system 
for Wheatley Group at their Lipton House offices. Lipton House is a 24 hour 
call centre, employing 144 people, providing uninterrupted customer services to 
70,000 tenants. The existing air conditioning system at Lipton House was very 
inefficient and this was particularly noticeable during the summer months. At 
times, it caused working conditions to become uncomfortable.

The new air conditioning system was required to provide heating and cooling 
throughout the reception area and the L-shaped first floor. The main priority 
was to maintain a comfortable temperature within the call centre for the staff. 
It was important that the system was economical and efficient, could be centrally 
controlled and performed well as staffing levels changed.

B-DACS selected Mitsubishi Electric UK Air Conditioning products because of 
their high levels of quality, reliability and the systems ease of use for the end user. 
Kooltech provided this equipment along with a package of KCON bespoke 
solutions. KS8 BC controllers with isolation valves were used on the project. 
This offered the client full system flexibility for future alterations and expansion 
to the building layout, minimising disruption to the Air Conditioning during these 
works.

'Kooltech's service is first class; this is resounded throughout the whole company 
with consistent service levels across the board. From design to delivery we can 
trust their service. They are reliable and if there are any problems which are very 
rare they offer solutions, this is key to our decision making'. 
Diane Drummond - Director B-DACS


